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It is generally accepted that performance art venues are 
touchstones of high culture across the ages. Indeed, 
European cities have built many historical venues to 
represent their culture s to the outside world.
One such example is the Guggenheim Museum in Bilbao, 
Spain, which spurred the breakthrough in nonlinear 
architecture using digital technology. Now, many cities are 
competing to establish similar monumental venues. The 
Elbphilharmonie in Hamburg, Germany, is the result of this 
competition. Its phenomenal structure and construction 
have attracted countless architects, while the exceptional 
acoustics have also been praised by numerous musicians 
since its opening in 2017.
The design of the nonlinearly shaped concert halls has 
been studied in fine detail to determine the optimal 
acoustical conditions for similar structures. The key issues 
are the concert hall’s parametric acoustic design and the 
form-finding techniques used in its construction because 
the shape of the venue is directly related to the quality of 
the sound in classical music venues.
This article will present the leading acoustic design 
companies, their key technologies, and their efforts 
to maximize acoustic achievements. Following a brief 
introduction to the current technological situation in 
the domestic market, tools such as Mercury, Venus, 
and Mars, which can be used to optimize acoustic 
achievements, will be introduced. Developed by my 
company, we will show how these tools are closely 
related to BIM design. 
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<그림 1> BeOdeum

<그림 2> TNSD의 Mercyry tool & Venus tool을 활용한 음선의 괘적 고찰

(a) Mercury tool

(b) Venus tool
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<그림 3> Mars를 활용한 역추적 음선 쾌적을 통한 특정 좌석의 수음특성 분석
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(c) Mars tool 설계안
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